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I.    Introduction 

Include the following: 

● General comments about the school, its setting, and the school’s analysis of student achievement data. 
● Include a description of any significant changes and/or developments, i.e., program additions since the last full visit, changes in student                    

enrollment, staffing changes. 
● Describe the impact these changes and/or developments have had on the school and/or specific curricular programs. 
● Briefly comment on the school’s follow-up process. Include a description of the committee that has been responsible for overseeing the                    

progress of the school’s action plan and the preparation for the visit. 
● Describe the process used to prepare the progress report. 

El Puente School (EPS) is an independent study school of choice in the Salinas Union High School District. 
EPS is located in the Salinas Valley of Monterey County. Salinas, with a population of 157,596 is known for its 
large agriculture industry.  Salinas is also recognized as the emerging AgTech Capital of the nation and a global 
hub for agricultural technology. Its close proximity to Silicon Valley  and large number of agricultural 
employers provide an ideal location for developing high tech agricultural innovations. 
 
77.2% of the city’s population is Hispanic or Latino with 70.2% of the population speaking a language other 
than English at home. 85% of the student population at El Puente is Hispanic and 32.2 % of EPS students are 
considered English Learners. 17.2% of the city’s population lives below the poverty line. Many students and 
their families live in poverty which is demonstrated by the 74.6% of EPS students considered 
socio-economically disadvantaged compared with 61.5% of the state. 
 
District  
 
The Salinas Union High School District (SUHSD) currently has four middle schools and four comprehensive 
high schools: Alisal, Everett Alvarez, North Salinas and Salinas High School, with a new high school, Rancho 
San Juan, slated to open in August of 2019. The district enrollment is approximately 15,631 students (with an 
additional 2,000 adult school students) with 74.8% of the students considered socioeconomically disadvantaged, 
26.2% English Learners, and 0.6% Foster Youth. The enrollment of the existing comprehensive high schools 
range from 2,100 to 2,700 students with Rancho San Juan expected to have an enrollment of 1,500 students. 
EPS currently serves 282 students . In addition to the comprehensive high schools, SUHSD has a Salinas 
Educational Center, which is home to our district’s continuation school, Mount Toro High School (with an 
enrollment of approximately 175 students), Carr Lake Community Day Middle and High School, which serves 
expelled youth, the Salinas Adult School, and EPS. 
 
Site 
 
El Puente  is located within the Salinas Education Center (SEC) Sherwood Place campus, which operates under 
the Salinas Union High School District’s Alternative Education umbrella. The SEC draws its student population 
from schools within the district and the community at large. 
 
School 
 



EPS uses a blended independent study model of instruction to serve 339 students in grades 7-12.  El Puente 
transitioned from an Independent Studies Program serving the other comprehensive high schools to an 
Independent Studies Alternative School of Choice in 2012.  
 
EPS serves students who are behind in credits by at least one semester for their grade level, or choose to attend 
an alternative education school with a flexible course schedule. Students may spend from 2 hours per week to 
several hours per week at school, depending upon the speed with which they wish to move through the 
coursework.  All of the course offerings at EPS are a-g approved, utilizing the University of California portal 
for high school courses.  
 
EPS diploma track students work on one course subject at a time, and are expected to complete a minimum of 
10 credits every 6 weeks. High school equivalency track students are placed in our HiSET Test Program, in 
which students attend class in their choice of three district locations (EPS, Alisal HS, Mission Trails ROP 
Center).  
 
El Puente School encompasses the following programs: 
 
High School Independent Studies – the main program offering high school a-g level courses delivered through 
an independent study modality blended with whole class direct instruction. Students enrolled in this program 
work to complete their high school diploma, and must meet the same district graduation credit requirements as 
any other district student in order to earn a diploma. Currently 212 students and 12 teachers constitute the 
diploma program.  Most students work on one subject at a time, and attend one to four seventy-minute periods 
each school day.  Some students attend multiple classes, and a few, due to medical or psychological conditions, 
may only meet with their teacher once a week or are enrolled in a Virtual Online Learning program.  Students 
are expected to earn 10 credits every 6 weeks, and we have established a system of “credit benchmark” dates, 
which allows us to monitor student progress.  
 
El Puente Middle School – a classroom that is intended for middle school students who are achieving very 
limited success in their home school.  These students are not expelled, but may be experiencing challenges due 
to psychological/emotional issues or have been the victims of severe bullying. The scope of this accreditation 
visit does not include the Middle School program. 
 
Teen Parent Program  – This for high school age parents and their children has recently undergone some 
changes. Instead of attending one full day per week in a self-contained classroom with one teacher, as was the 
schedule until the 2017-2018 school year, students now attend classes five days a week in the regular program. 
EL students who are teen parents also work an additional period with a teacher and an aide in the ELD 
classroom. They can bring their child, age 6 weeks to 3.5 years old, to our daycare, staffed by four childcare 
providers. In the 2018-2019 school year, our pregnant or parenting teen mothers began an 18 month “Teen 
Success, Inc.” program one day a week which provides: 
 

● Educational navigation and support to help young moms graduate high school 
● Parenting education to develop skills needed to nurture their child’s growth and school readiness 



● Coaching with a mentor to support goal setting, address challenges young moms may face, and connect 
to resources 

● A weekly Peer Learning Group where young moms come together and focus on parenting education, 
health and wellness, and self-empowerment. 

 
As of the writing of their report, 14 teen parents were enro lled, six in the HiSET program and eight in th e 
Diploma Track Program. It should be noted that this is a reduction from previous years. 
 
High School Equivalency  – a program that culminates in students earning their High School Equivalency 
Certificate from the State of California, by passing the HiSET battery of five tests.  Currently, three teachers 
prepare students for these tests: one on the El Puente site, one at Alisal High School, and one at the ROP 
(Regional Occupational Program) Center, together serving approximately 75 students.  Many of the students 
enrolled at the ROP location are concurrently enrolled in a Career Technical Education (CTE) class. This high 
school equivalency program is intended for students 17.5 years old or older who are severely behind in credits.  
  
Virtual Online Learning Program –comprised of students who do online work through Edmentum’s PLATO 
program. The academic coursework is a-g accredited and there are a wide range of electives and Career 
Technical Education courses available. Students are expected to follow the same timelines as the high school 
independent studies program; however, some students who do not physically come to school are unable to meet 
standard credit benchmarks due to health or emotional/psychological problems. There are currently  20 s tudents 
enrolled in Plato supported by their subject-area teacher. 
 
 
 
School’s Analysis of Student Achievement Data 
 
The school provides a total of three types of student achievement data:  
 
SBAC scores 2017/18 and 2018/19 
 
Shows a modest improvement in scores in both math and ELA (greater improvement in ELA).  The school 
attributes this improvement to a general improvement in their approach to instruction (school report, p. 22). 
 
Renaissance Reading scores 2018/19 
 
The report gives site and district average Renaissance Star reading scores for the current school year only (so 
trends over time could not be discerned), and then breaks site scores down by program (sp ed, El, HS 
Eqivalency) and by grade level.  They note their schoolwide grade equivalent for reading is 6th grade, 3rd 
month (very similar to the district average).  Sixth grader average is 3.7 and 12 grade average is 6.4.  Based on 
this, the school has set reading support and instruction as a major learning need, especially in an independent 
study environment.  P. 40 
 
CELDT/ELPAC data 2014/15, 2015/16, 2016/17 



 
The report noted that 73.68% of EL students tested met RFEP criteria, the highest percentage of any school in 
the district.  No other analysis was offered. 
The Visiting Committee noted that from 2014-2017 (no data was provided for 2017-18), there was a notable 
shift from Advanced learners to Intermediate learners enrolled at the school. P. 19  No analysis or reason for 
this was noted by the school report. 
 
Graduation Rate 
 
The report provided graduation numbers 2014 - 2018, but not graduation rates.  The VC and Leadership Team 
discussed the importance and potential confusion around calculation of graduation rates, and the reality that the 
state’s method of calculation isn’t entirely clear.  However, this calculation is important because it will be a key 
data point for Alternative Schools under the new accountabilty system.  The School acknowledges, “El Puente’s 
primary evaluation tool from the state will be the 12th grade graduation rate”.  The California Accountability 
Dashboard report indicates a 37.1% graduation rate for 2017-18.  This low rate is concerning, if accurate. 
 

Significant changes and/or developments, i.e., program additions since the last full visit, changes in              
student enrollment, staffing changes, including effect on the school or specific curricular programs. 

1. After the mid-term visit in 2018, the school staff re-organized itself to accomplish the necessary WASC                 
study and to take appropriate actions to address recommendations, and established a new WASC              
Leadership Team and Self Study Coordinator. 

2. After a tallying up courses needed by students for the 2018-19 school year, the District provided the                 
following staff changes: 

a. 1 additional FTE, History/Social Science 
b. Increased the number of staff members teaching math to 3 
c. 2 staff members teach math  
d. A new HiSet teacher with technological expertise 

3. The school added an Intervention Specialist to staff. 
4. There is a new Site Ed TEch Coach 
5. There is a new Reading Coordinator 

The effect on the school and specific curricular programs was described throughout the report, though in future                 
report the school might make the effects clear in this section (and quantified as much as possible). 

Briefly comment on the school’s follow-up process. Include a description of the committee that has been                
responsible for overseeing the progress of the school’s action plan and the preparation for the visit. What                 
process was used to prepare the progress report? 

After receipt of the VC report in the spring of 2018, the staff immediately organized into WASC focus groups,                   
and then decided to meet as a whole faculty to do this work, eliminating the focus group structure, identifying                   
particular staff members as “leads” in each area. Tasks were undertaken under each focus area and listed. p. 24                   



The Leadership Team consists of the Self-Study Coordinator and four teachers. This team worked closely with                
the Principal.  The WASC work was accomplished as the staff met weekly on Wednesdays. 

The Principal asked for and was granted one minimum day per month for work on “the changes being made and                    
how to best deliver the curriculum and to recieve training on how to provide more support to students through                   
technology”. The WASC Leadership Team met three times over the summer to plan how to keep the entire                  
staff involved in the school improvement process. They developed the PD schedule and monthly Writing               
Across the Curriculum meetings were scheduled. The Leadership Team also developed guiding questions for              
the improvement process.  

In the fall, the Self-Study Coordinator did mock WASC-type classroom visits and interviewed staff to prepare                
for writing the report. The Leadership Team also visited another district high school and met with a staff                  
member to discuss “how to best present your accomplishments” in the WASC report. The report was put                 
together over winter break by the Self-Study coordinator and a draft was distributed for staff comment before                 
the final draft was completed. 

  



 

II.    Progress on Critical Areas for Follow-up/Schoolwide Action Plan 

● Provide an analytical summary about the accomplishment of each schoolwide action plan section referencing the critical areas for follow-up                   
addressed through each section. 

● Note the evidence supporting the progress made and the impact made on student achievement. 
● If any critical areas for follow-up were not included in the school’s action plan, indicate what actions have been taken to address these                       

issue(s) and include supporting evidence. 
● Note: The school’s schoolwide action plan should have incorporated all the critical areas of follow-up or major recommendations that were                    

stated in the last self-study visiting committee report. 

In its report from January of 2018, the WASC Visiting Committee repeated the following major 
recommendations from the 2015 VC which had not been addressed by the mid-cycle review: 
 
“The Visiting Committee recommends that the school continue work on the following critical 
areas for follow-up” (from the 2015 VC Report) “that have not been substantially addressed at 
this Mid-Cycle benchmark”.  
 
1. The administration and Staff of El Puente School prepare for new Common Core Courses, as well as 
adapting new courses to the IS modality. In addition, they will develop strategies for teaching writing 
across the curriculum that will facilitate the implementation of Common Core Standards in their classes. 
 
The school report indicates, and evidence was provided at the visit, that writing across the curriculum has been 
the focus of PD and ongoing monthly collaborative work for the staff.   The instruction moved from summary 
writing to persuastive writing prompts (because it is a common form required for LPAC, High School 
Equivalence and CAASPP), and persuasive writing is being assigned across the curriculum, incuding in math. 
A common essay structure and template has been created, and all staff is learning to use rubrics to score student 
essays in a calibrated way, and scores were shown to the VC on spreadsheets, though no analysis of the results 
were offered.  This work is being led by the EL Specialist.  
 
 One good example of this is, before a college/career fair that was being held at the school, students were given 
a writing prompt that required them to gather ideas and evidence from several colleges or trade schools who 
were attending the fair.  Students then attended the fair, collected their information, and wrote their persuasive 
essays using the structure they had been taught.  The essays were scored using the common rubric.  This 
assignment helped to insure a high level of engagement in the career fair and a common writing experience for 
students and scoring experience for staff. The report also indicates that the staff has worked on movement to 
common core instruction.  This is one example of common core instruction at El Puente. 
 
The VC did experience additional examples of common-core type instruction, although there is still a large 
portion of instructional time that is spent with students working alone to complete individual assignments.  The 
VC will recommend that the school look at appopriate ways to blend common core problem/solution 
assignments, project based assignments and group discussion and collaboration into daily instruction where 
appropriate and possible. 
 
 
 



2. Goal #5: Teachers will take and complete Illuminate training to efficiently administer 
District and site Performance-based assessments. 
 
The report indicated, that, “After examination, the District has concluded that it was unable to modify 
Illuminate as a method of assessment for El Puente and the timing of the District assessments never aligned 
with the IS format of El Puente”. P. 35, school report.   However, the Tech Coach who works with the school as 
part of its Leadership Team indicated that Illuminate can  indeed be used to administer common assessments 
and/or record and manipulate the resulting data in various ways for decision making purposes at El Puente.. 
The VC recommends that the Leadership Team look again at the possibilities that Illuminate offers for this 
purpose.  The VC would still like to see a variety of local common assessments (formative and summative) 
especially in ELA and Math, that will help determine to what extent students are learning the essential 
standards, and to aid decision making and planning for appropriate instruction. 
 
Mathematics diagnostic data, from the Mathematics Diagnostic Testing Project (MDTP) was provided.  The 
school is now assessing all incoming students, as well as the existing student body.  As a result of these 
assessments, the school would like to design and require a course that targets remediation in basic math skills.  
A suggestion might be to re-administer this basic skills test after a few weeks of instruction, to determine 
whether students are acquiring the basic skills necessary to accomplish better accomplish the essential standards 
of high school mathematics. 
 
3. Goal #5: EPS Administrators and Staff will insure that Chromebooks are used for a variety of 
instructional purposes including assessments, and that all students are instructed in their use.  And 6. 
Goal #5: EPS Administration will plan to increase available technology and to provide a varied 
experience in the use of technology in the classroom for instruction and learning. 
 
El Puente faculty has re-committed to using technology in the classroom for a variety of purposes.  All faculty 
have attending monthly technology training, and the District Instructional Technology Coach has assisted in this 
effort.  Each teacher has a cart of chromebooks available in their classroom and students may check out 
chromebooks and free hotspots for use at home.  During the visit, technology use in the classroom for teaching 
and learning was evident throughout the school.  Some teachers are using Google Classroom for various 
purposes.  Instructional software programs in use to increase students’ math and literacy skills included RAZ 
Kids, Renaissance Overdrive and Plato. 
 
4. Goal #4: EPS Administration and Staff will provide and vigorously advertise and promote additional 
schoolwide activities to meet student needs and requests so that they will have a rich experience. 
 
The school has added several activities and practices to involve and engage all EPS students:  daily bulletin 
announcement, Senior Club, ASB, many events, clubs, fundraisers and activities, grad night, college and career 
trips, PBIS activities and incentives, food drives, field trips, Student of the Month, and community college 
visits.  The school feels that this increase in student activities and involvement outside of the classroom, El 
Puente school and students now have a better sense of “their own unique identity”.  The VC met with students 
and verified the increased number, visibility, marketing and participation in these activities since the previous 
visit. 



 
5. Goal #2: EPS Administration and Staff will explore effective methods of involving parent participation 
at the school site and district to include all stakeholders in the educational process. 
 
The school states that, “parent involvement at El Puente has been improved on many fronts”.  Parent 
participation in the orientation meeting is mandatory and is conducted in English and Spanish.  Parents are 
involved in planning the student’s individualized learning plan and must sign the master agreement.  The 
School Site Council has three additional parents this school year.  The Parent Liaison has organized weekly 
parent meetings, with relevant speakers and a calendar of school events, again in English and Spanish.  Over the 
past three years, seven parents have attended CABE conference with EPS Parent Liaison, and the information is 
shared at the DELAC and ELAC meetings, as well as at EPS Site Council.  The ELAC is active and effective as 
a venue for voicing parent concerns and getting responses.  Data was provided regarding attendance at ELAC 
meetings (increase of 39% from 2016/17 to 2017/18).  The VC met with parents and verified that there are 
several meaningful ways for parents to be involved in their child’s educational process and the school itself. 
Parents described that due to work schedules and other obligations it is difficult for them to attend some of the 
planned events, but they appreciate that they are there and know that they can join at any time.  
 
 
7. Goal #1: EPS Administration and Staff will establish and build collaborative connections with other 
independent study schools, and the state-wide professional organization, California Consortium for 
Independent Study (CCIS) in order to develop rigor and best practice for the Independent Study 
instructional modality for A-G courses. 
 
Several El Puente faculty and the principal have attended CCIS (California Consortium for Independent Study) 
conferences and events in the past year.  In addition, one faculty member visited Horizon Independent Study 
School in La Quinta, CA to learn how they deliver a-g curriculum in an independent study format.  
 
8. Goal #6: EPS Administration and Staff will plan and conduct a follow-up program survey of students 
who have completed courses or graduated from EPS in order to ascertain how students have benefitted 
from attending the school and to identify data to be used in improvement processes. 
 
There is now a senior survey disseminated to all EPS graduates (via google forms) to gather the suggested 
information, but no resulting data was shared in the report or during the visit.  The VC recommends that the 
school administer this survey to all seniors leaving the school (grads or non-grads), collect and analyze the 
resulting data for appropriate program modification. 
 
9. Goal #3: EPS Administration and Staff will explore and add courses in CTE to allow students other 
options for courses and careers. 
 
El Puente school and the HS Equivalency Program have a relationship with the physically nearby ROP center 
and students may concurrently enroll in the Basic Skills Lab and ROP.  This year an ROP course in Retail Sales 
Co-op is being taught at the Salinas Education Center, the same building that houses El Puente School.   This 



year some EP students have taken the online career assessment, Career Cruising.  The VC recommended that all 
students take this assessment in the future. 
 
Additional Areas provided by the 2015 Visiting Committee: 
 
1. To be included as a Task in goal #5: The District Office and the Administration of El 
Puente School will participate in Professional Development activities that will benefit 
Independent Studies by designing and creating plans for curriculum development and 
classroom instruction consistent with common core instruction and A-G curriculum 
that are aligned to and appropriate for the Independent Studies model. 
 
The school reports: “To better align the EL Puente curriculum, faculty members have joined the District 
Steering Committees in their subject areas and have met with the Teachers on Special Assignment in their 
subject areas”.  P. 41  Each teacher has been revising and adapting their IS curriculum to be more aligned with 
district standards and instructional approaches.  Pacing guides have been developed for most courses.  In some 
cases, this has meant extending class time to meet instructional needs, and increased use of technology to 
instruct and learn.  The VC examined the Pacing Guides, which the staff reported are helpful in better moving 
students through the essential standards in the 6-week period expected for each course.  The VC suggested that 
teachers indicate the essential standards (in student-friendly language) that students will be learning on the 
pacing guides, rather than just the chapters or novels or stories they will use to address those standards. 
 
In addition, teachers have attended a wide range of PD appropriate to their subject area, mental health support 
for students, writing across the curriculum, use of technology, course-alike collaboration.  Representative 
teachers have also attended the CCIS conference (California Consortium for Independent Study). 
 
2. To be included as a Task in Goal #1: The Administration and Staff of El Puente 
School will plan, develop and implement a more rigorous curriculum to allow capable 
students to accelerate their learning and achievement to reach levels commensurate 
with their abilities and future school and career plans. 
 
The report indicates and the VC concurs:  (p. 75 school report) “All teachers within the Common Core have 
been coordinating with the District Steering Committee to adapt the District curriculum to Independent Study 
format.  The school day has been lengthened and by employing a wide variety of digital access and support to 
the curriculum, students are better able to accelerate their learning or take more time if necessary.  The goal is to 
maintain the rigor of the A-G curriculum while maintaining the flexibility which is the hallmark of the 
independent study program”.  
 
Additional Areas provided by 2018 Mid-Cycle Review Visiting Committee: 
 
1. The Administration and Staff of EPS will insure that there is a robust, collaborative 
and ongoing WASC follow-up process in place, and that there are clear and appropri- 
ate roles and responsibilities for each certificated teacher and staff member and all 
stakeholders. It is highly suggested that the Principal and Self-Study Coordinator and 



interested teachers participate as members of a WASC Visiting Committee prior to the 
school’s next full Self Study. 
 
Although school staff and the principal did not participate on a visiting committee in the past year, several 
members of the faculty and the Self-Study Coordinator have participated in WASC leadership on the school 
side in the past.  For the 2018-19 special visit, there were clear and appropriate roles and responsibilities for 
each certificated teacher and it appears that the process was robust and collaborative.  It will be essential that the 
school remain organized in this way to continue school improvement processes going forward. 
 
2. The Administration and Staff of EPS will insure that for each course, formative and 
summative assessment data is regularly and consistently collected and analyzed to 
monitor student grade level achievement of District essential standards. This data will 
be reported to and discussed with all stakeholders and included in the next full WASC 
Self-Study and any progress reports prior to that. 
 
No formative or summative assessment data was included in the report, related to any course.  The report 
indicates that assessments such as end of unit writing assessments, Star Reading quarterly assessments, writing 
assignmnts scored with the collaboratively created rubrics, quizzes tied to district power standards, etc are 
examined, but no evidence was provided in the report.  It will be important in all future reports that the school 
provide data that indicates to what extent students are learning the essential standards, particularly in reading 
and math. 
 
3/4. The Administration and Staff of EPS will consider the possible advantages of group- 
ing students in course-alike classrooms.  The Administration and Staff of EPS and SUHSD will consider 
the possible advantages of defining enrollment dates throughout the year in order to create cohorts for 
Instruction. 
 
A cohort approac, with English and history courses was implemented beginning August 2018, fall semester and 
faculty members are currently assessing the success and drawbacks.  Extended school day was added to the 
cohort approach, so that students may work in the afternoons to stay on pace or make up work that was not 
completed in previous unfinished courses, and students seem to be taking positive advantage of this additional 
learning time. The school has identified both advantages and drawbacks.  They are currently developing 
methods to allow more flexibility into the system with a combination of cohort and non-cohort classes for the 
same courses. 
 
5. The Administration and Staff of EPS and SUHSD will together review and analyze the 
EPS dropout rate to determine how dropouts can be prevented. 
 
No graduation rate or drop out rate was provided in the report.  The report outlines the extensive supports that 
the school has in place for incoming students, many of whom enter EPS at risk of dropping out.  The VC 
discussed with the Leadership Team the necessity of tracking the graduation rate locally, with the assistance of 
the District Office staff, in order to measure to what extent students are succeeding as a result the the El Puente 



Program.  This graduation rate calculation should have some logical relationship to that of the DASS 
(Dashboard for Alternative School Status), which is just being developed now. 
 
  



 

III.   Commendations and Recommendations 

A. A.Commendations: 
● Comment on significant progress the school has made in responding to the critical areas for follow-up and in carrying out the related action                       

plan. 

Since the Visiting Committee’s visit in 2018, the EPS staff has made significant changes and               
improvements. The following changes have been made to support and/or align with critical areas for               
follow-up.  

1. The school regrouped immediately following the receipt of the midcycle review VC report,             
created a leadership team and organized themselves to do the follow-up work in a way that                
involved all staff in a collaborative process. 

2. The Special Progress report is robust and thorough, describing the progress made in the past               
year.  

3. EPS administered monthly PD training half days, facilitating instructional and program           
strategies. The PD days entailed Google Classroom trainings, EPS Synergy training (SIS), and             
creating instructional “how to” videos to be used within the classroom. 

4. The VC witnessed engagement of instructional technology being used such as RAZ Kids,             
“Overdrive”- a digital library, reader articles through Renaissance, and Plato an online platform.             
Renaissance allows kids to work on reading goals at their own pace and reading level. Plato has                 
a sophisticated diagnostic system that allows students to start within the course where they have               
already mastered.  

5. Lengthening the school day seems to be a positive addition. Feedback from students is that it                
allows them to catch up on other course work where they might be behind.   

6. EPS has created a structure around writing assessments that allows content teachers to ensure              
understanding of the content standards using a common template.  

7. Communication of Credit Summary received upon enrollment has focused many students to            
complete and be on target for graduation.  

8. The ROP program is utliized to give students access to concurrently enroll allowing more              
options for students.  

9. EPS has made a solid effort in improving school wide activities for students. Their ASB and                
Senior club are active in providing events.  

10. EPS has implemented PBIS, a positive recognition program. Students can earn Paw Prints from              
staff for behavior exemplifying core values. Winners get EP swag. The rewards program is to               
promote positive and appropriate school behavior.  

11. Parent involvement has made a significant improvement. Parents must attend an orientation to             
enroll while Master Agreement is explained. School Site Council has increased membership and             
the Community Liason holds weekly parent informational meetings. The ELAC (English           
Language Advisory Committee) holds monthly meetings where students are recognized for           
Reclassification and where parents may voice concerns.  

12. The VC recognizes some improvement in the SBAC ELA scores from the 2016-17 year to the                
2017-18 year. A combination of “standard met” and “standard exceeded” increased by 6%.  



13. The VC witnessed a significant increase in college and career opportunities such as: use of                
California Colleges.edu and California Cruising websites, trips to UC Davis and Santa Cruz,             
CSUMB, Hartnell, San Jose State. The counselor does regular meetings with all students about              
career goals/options. 

 

A. Recommendations: 
● Comment on any critical areas for follow-up/action plan sections that have not yet been completely addressed, if applicable. 
● Identify any new areas of concerns, if applicable. 

The Visiting Committee recommends replacing all previous recommendations made by previous Visiting            
Committees with the following, which encapsulate important areas for follow-up: 

1. Increase student achievement in ELA, as measured by CAASPP and local assessments. 
2. Increase student achievement in Math, as measured by CAASPP and local assessments. 
3. Continue development and staff-wide use of of educational technology that supports teaching, learning             

and collaboration among students and staff. 
4. Continue developing common core instruction appropriate to the independent study learning model,            

including group instruction and assignments which require higher order thinking skills where            
appropriate in all courses.  

5. Increase the graduation rate, as measured by DASS and local calculations. 
6. Increase student involvement and opportunities to create and strengthen the El Puente community. 
7. Continue development of a data-informed school culture, where information on student learning and             

achievement is gathered, organized, analyzed and shared with stakeholders on a regular basis. Be able               
to explain key classroom and program decisions in light of the data. 

The schoolwide action plan (Single Plan for Student Achievement) that includes these goals going forward               
should include measurable objective numeric goals for each year (i.e. should be SMART goals - specific,                
measurable, attainable, relevant and time-bound), and reporting on progress should include objective numerical             
attainment data as well as analysis regarding reasons for attainment or not, and next steps. 

 

 


